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Introduction
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Small collection electrode monolithic CMOS
Monolithic CMOS à reduced cost, material budget and production effort

Small collection electrode monolithic CMOS

à Minimized capacitance 
à Higher signal to noise ratio and therefore higher analogue performance for the same power consumption
à Increased precision (spatial and temporal)

But:
• Very small sensor junction
à Lower and inhomogeneous electric field limiting timing precision and radiation tolerance

Small sensor pn junction
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FASTpix – idea and concept

FASTpix
Design of small collection electrode CMOS sensors with high and homogenous electric and weighting field

à “ideal sensor” combining advantages of monolithic CMOS with small capacitance and high field:

Monolithic:
Reduced production effort (no interconnects needed, especially relevant for high granularity)

Reduced costs (especially relevant for large scale future silicon tracking  detectors)
Reduced material (especially relevant for high precision measurements at future HEP experiments)

+
Sensor capacitance of a few femto-Farad or less:

Reduced noise and increased gain
à Large ratio of signal/noise (important for precise resolution and reduced power consumption)

+
Fast charge collection:

Increased sensor radiation tolerance
Improved timing precision

Increased efficiency for thin sensors
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W. Snoeys et al., FASTPIX: sub-nanosecond radiation tolerant CMOS pixel sensors, https://phase1.attract-
eu.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/FASTPIX.pdf



Process technology
Quadrupole well modified imaging process,:

• Initially developed within ALICE ITS upgrade

• Small collection electrode  implanted on high resistivity 

epitaxial layer with thickness of 20μm – 30μm 

• Epitaxial layer grown on low resistivity substrate

• Sensor bias from p-wells (limited to -6V by NMOS) 

and substrate (not limited, if well isolated from p-wells)

First phase of ATTRACT FASTpix project:

• Optimization/modification of sensor design for high weighting and electric field while maintaining small 
collection electrode and O(fF) capacitance

• Innovative asynchronous r/o scheme with pixel position encoding

à Implement only small fraction of the circuit in the pixel (input transistor, current source and sensor 

reset circuit), rest implemented in the periphery

àFast analogue readout implemented in 180nm process technology, allowing for precise sensor probing

Future perspectives of ATTRACT FASTpix project:
• Further development in finer node technology, for instance 65nm

} Topic of 
todays talk

Small sensor pn junction

Schematic sketch of process cross section (not to scale):
PMOS NMOS P-wellsCollection electrode

Substrate

Epitaxial 
layer
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Sensor design optimization before FASTpix

Fundamental challenges:
1. Increase and shape field significantly while maintaining small sensor 

capacitance
2. Limitations of circuitry on sensor and vice versa (e.g. limited p-well 

voltage)

Small sensor pn junction

Standard process cross section:
PMOS NMOS P-wellsCollection electrode

Process cross section with gap in deep n-implant:

PMOS NMOS P-wellsCollection electrode

Large sensor pn junctions and full depletion

Modified process cross section with deep n-implant:
PMOS NMOS P-wellsCollection electrode

Single pixel current pulse from transient  3D TCAD 
MIP simulation in pixel corner :

Small sensor junction 
à limited depletion and field

Large sensor junction 
à full depletion, low field in corners

Additional vertical junctions in corners
à Increased field towards c-electrode

Additional vertical junctions
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Pitch of 30μm
Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V

M. Munker et al., DOI: 10.1088/1748-0221/14/05/C05013

W. Snoeys et al., DOI: 10.1016/j.nima.2017.07.046

H. Pernegger et al., https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.07.043

K. Dort et al., https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2021.165396

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/14/05/C05013
https://www.researchgate.net/deref/http%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1016%2Fj.nima.2017.07.046
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.07.043
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2021.165396


Fundamental challenges:
1. Increase and shape field significantly while maintaining small sensor 

capacitance

2. Limitations of circuitry on sensor and vice versa

Standard process: Gap in deep n-implant:Modified process:

Single pixel current pulse from transient  3D TCAD 
MIP simulation in pixel corner :

Additional vertical junctions
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capacitance will happen. Noise contributions from sensor (shot noise) and readout circuit will also
degrade timing performance as these e�ectively introduce random signal fluctuations.

If not mentioned otherwise, the simulations discussed in the following have been performed
with a voltage of 0.8 V on the collection electrode and �6 V on the p-wells and backside substrate.
Cuts through the pixel centre of the simulated three-dimensional pixel cell are presented.

As shown in figure 2 for a pixel size of 36.4 ⇥ 36.4 µm2, the lateral electric field is due to
symmetry zero at the pixel corners and the electric field along the sensor depth reaches a zero value
close to the depth of the deep planar junction, resulting in a zero overall electric field at the pixel
corners, a constant electrostatic potential, indicated by a star symbol in the figure. As visualised by
the black arrows, the direction of the electric field along the sensor depth results in a push of charge
carriers created at various sensor depth at the pixel corner into this electric field minimum. For the
propagation of the charge out of this minimum the lateral component of the electric field is crucial.

Lateral electric field: Electric field along sensor depth: Electrostatic potential:

Figure 2. Results of the electrostatic simulation for the modified process with a pixel size of 36.4 µm ⇥
36.4 µm. The black arrows mark the electric field stream lines, the star symbol indicates the electric field
minimum and the white lines mark the edges of the depleted regions.

As shown in figure 3, the size of the lateral field around the electric field minimum depends
strongly on the pixel size: the smaller the pixels, the larger the potential gradient and the electric
field along the lateral dimension, that helps to push the charge carriers out of this minimum and
towards the collection electrode.

Figure 3. Electrostatic potential for the modified process for di�erent pixel sizes. The black arrows mark
the electric field stream lines and the white lines mark the edge of the depleted regions.

The importance of considering the direction of the electric field can be understood by inspecting
di�erent backside bias voltages for the modified process (see figure 4). For lower backside voltages
the potential gradient and thus the electric field along the sensor depth are decreased. At the pixel
corner, this results in a change of the direction of the electric field towards the collection electrode
and thus a shorter drift path.

– 3 –

Electrostatic potential from 3D TCAD (color scale), streamlines (black 
arrows) and electric field minimum (star symbol):

Optimization performed with 3D Technology Computer Aided Design 

simulations (3D TCAD)

Sensor design optimization before FASTpix
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Pitch of 30um 

Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V

Pitch of 36.4μm, voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V



FASTpix –
sensor and chip optimization
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Trade-off between capacitance and lateral field

Important parameter for trade-off between capacitance 
and lateral field = spacing:
Spacing = distance between collection electrode and p-well 

à Trade-off between lateral field (speed of charge collection) and capacitance (noise, threshold) 
à Note also large performance variations for only small change (1 μm different spacing) à complex optimization

Lateral field and depletion: Capacitance vs. p-well voltage: Current pulse for particle incident at corner:

Modified process cross section with deep n-implant:
PMOS NMOS P-wellsCollection electrode

Spacing
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Results for pitch of 15μm, voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V:



Deep p-well

Collection 
electrode

Deep n-implant

P-well fingers, top view on pixel cell:

Standard opening:
Lateral field (color scale):

Pitch = 36.6 μm

FASTpix: resolving trade-off between fast charge 
collection and capacitance

P-well fingers:

à Depletion around collection electrode and small (~femto-Farad) capacitance maintained
à Impact on lateral field (charge collection) small since deep p-well is only extended in small ‘fingers’ 10

Pitch of 36.4μm,
voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V



FASTpix – hexagonal pixels to reduce edge effects
FASTpix à Push sensor design optimization to the 100ps range

à Minimize low field edge regions
à Hexagonal pixels

à Hexagonal design reduces the number of neighbors and charge sharing à higher efficiency 
à Hexagonal design minimizes the edge regions while maintaining area for circuitryà faster charge collection

Simulated hexagonal unit cell –
electrostatic potential:

Comparison hexagonal to square pixel cell
charge vs. time for particle incident at pixel corner:
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Pitch of 15μm,
Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V



Summary of main optimized parameters:
Pitch                                    à hexagonal design
Opening of p-wells            à retracted deep p-well, ‘p-well fingers’
Collection electrode size  à trade-off between capacitance and lateral field
Deep n-implant dose        à trade-off between capacitance and radiation hardness
Depth of deep n-implant  à trade-off between contact to collection electrode and optimized field configuration

Summary of sensor optimization for FASTpix
Electrostatic potential for hexagonal 3D TCAD 
structure with modified opening:

3D TCAD current pulse for particle incident at pixel corner: 

à Improvement of charge collection speed over 3 orders of magnitude
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FASTpix chip layout & design 

Design of 32 hexagonal sub-matrixes: 

• Different pixel pitches from 20um – 8.66um

• Combination of gap and p-implant, retracted deep p-well, p-well fingers,…

à Wafers with various process splits have been produced, to compare the 

effect of the different process and design optimisations

Each matrix contains:

• 4 x 4 analogue pixels

• 4 x 16 digital pixel matrix with:

• 1LVDS for fast OR

• 2 LVDS for position and ToT encoding via delay lines

Pixel matrix layout on hexagonal grid: ZOOM:FASTpix layout 5.3 x 4.1 mm2: 
:

Simulated chip parameters:

T. Kugathasan et al., https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2020.164461
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2020.164461


Laboratory and test beam results 
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Source measurements

• Measurements with Sr90 source (MIP like particles)

• Measurement of charge collection speed by investigating 

rise-time from analogue pixel waveforms 

à Nanosecond or better charge collection timesà very good for radiation tolerance
à FWHM of rise time histogram < 200ps à promising result to reach time stamping precision better than 100ps

Work in progressWork in progress
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Pitch of 8.66μm,

Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V Pitch of 8.66μm,

Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V

PMOS NMOS P-wellsCollection electrode

Results presented for optimized pixel layout with retracted deep 
p-well, additional p-implant and high deep n-implant dose: 

Junctions

Retracted deep p-well

Additional deep p-implant



Test beam measurements
• Standalone measurements (no reference tracking) in particle beam at DESY (~6GeV electrons), using scintillator for 

reference time stamp with 330ps time resolution
• Measurements of fast OR from digital pixels, Time residual Δt = timefast OR – timeScintillator , ToT = highest single pixel ToT

Time residual vs. ToT, pixel pitch = 8.66μm: Time residual vs. ToT, pixel pitch = 20μm:

à Improvement for smaller pixel pitch clearly visible in ToT: larger ToT for smaller pixels due to higher field in corners and 
reduced charge sharing à higher single pixel signal/noise

à First time stamping using TOT correction confirms time stamping measurement completely dominated by the timing 
(in)precision of the scintillator

Work in progressWork in progress
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Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V Voltage p-well/substrate = -6V/-6V

à Further test-beam measurement with tracking and improved time reference are planned



Summary
• FASTpix unifies the advantages of a small collection electrode with fast charge collection in a 

monolithic design

• Complex sensor process engineering with 3D TCAD to reduce low field regions and mitigate impact of 
electric field minimum on sensor performance 
à Acceleration of charge collection over 3 orders of magnitude
à Improved time stamping precision and radiation tolerance

• First measurements show promising rise time fluctuations well below 1ns
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~ From charge collection times of tens of nanoseconds to well below one nanosecond while
maintaining ultra-low fF capacitance in a monolithic design ~
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BACKUP
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Readout circuitry design and placement 



A higher backside bias not necessarily improves the performance

à Can not compensate radiation induced efficiency loss with higher sensor bias

Substrate bias voltage dependence 
for the modified process

Electrostatic potential (color scale) and electric field streamlines (arrow-lines):

Current pulse for MIP traversing pixel corner 
for different backside bias after irradiation:

M. Munker et al., DOI: 10.1088/1748-0221/14/05/C05013
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